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Abstract -Economies that seek to support an inventive and entrepreneurial culture must 

prioritize the growth of business skills and expertise. Employers are also demanding greater that 

academic institutions create students with real, useful skills. Despite their primary objective of 

making a beginning, business model qualifiers have been discovered to provide such a wealth of 

advantages to attendees, the most significant of which are the involved in entrepreneurial 

abilities, connect directly to advisors, networking events, and increased autonomy and threat 

tendency. In the last two centuries, the economy experienced unprecedented expansion, with 

typical salaries increasing by many more times.  

While lots of factors influence productivity expansion, it is widely acknowledged that 

entrepreneurship is one of the most important. As a result, researchers and scholars should place 

a greater emphasis on studying the precursors of innovation and the relationship to economic 

growth, which is typically mediated through institutions. how it might be aided by connectivity, 

foundation shareholders in listed companies, innovative funding techniques like cryptocurrency, 

and entrepreneurial well-being The majority of the study took place in Asia. This feature article 

highlights the items in the collection even while providing a brief review of the literature on 

economic development and its relationship to entrepreneurs and governance. 

Keywords - Entrepreneurship, business plan competitions, and entrepreneurship education. 

 

Introduction - Entrepreneurial allows for 

the creation of new trade in goods and 

services, ideas, and technologies. As per 

Kumar (2022), it lays the route for creating 

wealth; rising wages result in increased 

national income revenues. It encourages 

creativity, self-sufficiency, and the creation 

of new jobs. What role does 

entrepreneurialism play in economic and 

social development, and what circumstances 

support (or prevent) it? The contributions in 

this Monograph (SI) of the Magazine of 

Risks and Personal Finance (JRFM) were 

mostly focused on that topic, with the lead 

article of the SI offering an overall solution 

to the first issue. The significance of 

enterprise in the exceptionally rapid 

economic expansion of the course of history 

is far bigger and more pervasive than is 

often assumed (Morris and Tucker, 2021). 

As per Kakti et al., (2021) entrepreneurial 

efforts have pushed for modern social, legal, 
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and economic changes, promising new ideas 

to tackle difficult societal climate change 

issues and systemic racism. How about other 

variables which have recently taken up more 

focus and have shown more good outcomes 

in research? If three of more the frequently 

asserted "traditional" variables related to 

economic growth, wealth generation, and 

barter tiny and often oblique effects on the 

growth, how about other variables that have 

finally gotten more focus and shown more 

good outcomes in research? But while 

entrepreneurship received little attention 

from economic experts (except for 

Schumpeter) or even scholars until recent 

times, the importance of small businesses to 

economic systems and, more importantly, to 

gains in productivity is becoming 

increasingly obvious to both scholars and 

policymakers in the last few decades. A 

recent study has also proved the value of 

good, equality as well as creativity (Roland 

et al., 2021). What stimulates innovation and 

entrepreneurship, and what does not, if 

entrepreneurship aids growth in the 

economy? (João and Silva, 2020) 

 

The purpose of this Monograph was to 

address those issues. It did so by issuing a 

request for papers on organizational and 

structural variables that promote technology 

transfer, as well as those that stifle it. 

According to Kumar (2022), the majority of 

the Special Collection entries focused on 

promoting entrepreneurialism. The articles 

in this Monograph looked at the literature on 

factors that drive the development and 

performance of new firms in developing 

countries. Micro issues like organizational 

aspects that promote entrepreneur health, 

finance and administration, fundraising and 

Component distributions in Equity 

Proposals, and larger macro issues like 

bitcoin and networking were addressed 

(Guindalini, Verreynne, and Kastelle, 2021). 

Financial growth Factors. The simple truth 

is that thriving entrepreneurship generates 

money for the entrepreneurs, the people who 

are engaged as a result, and the local 

economy (Baron 2021). 

1. Creativity, Job growth, and 

Compassion. 

2. There's more competition now. 

3. Resource extraction use. 

4. Control by the government. 

5. Income inequality. 

 
Fig 1: Relationships among multi-factors 

of Entrepreneurs 
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Fig 2: S-Shape curve tells about the 

relationship between Entrepreneurship 

and economic development 

While emphasizing entrepreneurship may 

appear to be a fresh strategy to growth, it is 

consistent with, and even complements, 

older, more established tactics. Kumar, 

(2022) stated that entrepreneurship and 

innovation are becoming significantly 

essential as these emerging nations 

transition from centralized to capitalist 

societies. Although entrepreneurship is seen 

as a vital tool for promoting economic 

development through jobs, creativity, and 

happiness, it does not seem to be heavenly 

as a nation progresses through its stages of 

development (Shapero, 1985). Rather, it is a 

long-term process that occurs at all stages of 

development. Entrepreneurship in growth 

has been recognized by economists for its 

"insight" and "huge disparity" abilities. viii, 

To put it another way, someone must 

develop technology for new items as well as 

the marketplace in which they will be 

purchased. The link between innovation and 

economic growth is seen in Fig 2. 

Conclusion - Simultaneously time, life, and 

health longevity increased dramatically. 

Even though numerous variables influence 

growth in the economy, it is commonly 

acknowledged today that innovation plays 

an important role in supporting growth and 

better living standards. As a result, the goal 

of this Extraordinary Journal of Risks and 

Personal Finance was to provide additional 

information about the origins of 

entrepreneurs. Because innovation is tied to 

a country's economic development, scholars 

and politicians should pay close attention to 

this broad issue. The articles in this Theme 

Issue covered a variety of topics related to 

entrepreneurship, including communication, 

foundation shareholders, novel funding 

approaches, and enhancing entrepreneurial 

health (Alhosseini, Pourabbasiand Razi, 

2021). 

Due to the Internet, businesses may now 

build a community for people who share 

similar tastes in goods and services. These 

groups assist in the construction of an 

original item as well as a positive image 

(Nayak et al., 2022). Businesses may readily 

alter goods or services to improve customer 

satisfaction while simultaneously generating 

income. Because of the Internet, businesses 

can now get relevant information about the 

preferences of certain groups. As a 

consequence, businesses may take 

advantage of customized advertising by 

advertising to certain journals and articles 

that are related to their products. 
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